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Public limited company OAO DST#4 is a multi-profile road-
building organization, since the 1970s involved in con-
struction of roads and adjacent territories in the Brest re-
gion, other areas of Belarus, as well as in Ukraine and Rus-
sia. The structure of the trust includes four divisions (road
construction departments - DSU-8, DSU-15, DSU-22, DSU-
32) located in the district centers of the Brest region, as
well as the gravel plant Omnevichi. The company holds a
leading position on the roads construction in the Brest re-
gion and is among the top ten in the whole country of Be-
larus. A well-known company with huge experience is con-
stantly invited to the most important projects in Belarus
and abroad. The management staff of DST#4 are the extra-
class professionals working in their positions for several
decades.

The state program for the development of the network of
highways for 2015-2020 includes the implementation of
works on national roadways the construction from cement
concrete. While part of the work of horizontal road paving was
mastered quickly and successfully by number of companies,
then for the slip forming of New Jersey road barriers no one
was ready to undertake the challenge except for DST#4. It was
this company that decided to become a pioneer, claiming the
right to develop this year the 12-kilometers-long section of

the Minsk-Grodno M6 highway. Having carefully considered
a dozen of offers and having conducted a tender procedure
DST#4 selected MCT Italy as the batching plant supplier after
Italian producer competently substantiated all the technical
solutions implemented in the MCM 3.1.25 mobile batching
plant. The main requirement for the Customer was to ensure
the mobility and autonomy of the plant in an environment
where there is no infrastructure. For MCT Italy, a company with
50 years of experience in the production of complex con-
cretes, the task was well within its range.
The plant was delivered at the end of 2016 and was started
up at the beginning of the next construction season. The main
task was to select the concrete mix design to meet the re-
quirements of the hi-tech concrete paver in order to get New
Jersey barrier ideal geometrically and aesthetically. Having
carried out the tests DST#4 went on-site and already from Au-
gust 11 successfully slip-forms the road barriers. 
MCM 3.1.25 batching plant equipped with moisture, plasticity
and water-cement ratio control systems providing uniform
concrete that meets the requirements of GOST.
DST#4 faced the task to pave 12.000 meters of the barrier
during this year before the cold Belorussian winter.
"Thanks to the MCT Italy equipment we will cope with all un-
dertaken obligations! Everything depends only on the
weather conditions and the ground state. We think that next
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year we will implement all our plans regarding the construc-
tion of barriers on other roads. Thanks to MCT Italy for pro-
viding us exactly what was required," says Igor Nikolaevich
Shugaev, general director of OAO DST#4.
The batching plant is equipped with aggregates bins mois-
ture monitoring system, mixture plasticity and water-cement
ratio control systems.
The humidity control system automatically detects water con-
tent both at the beginning of aggregates dosing from the
hoppers and after the mixing water addition. After the intro-
duction of an admixture the program reads and determines
the mixture plasticity. All parameters are displayed on the
control cabin screen, and the operator can monitor the
process in real time or request a report that is saved automat-
ically.
The planetary counterflow mixer is equipped with automatic
washing, moisture control sensors and a sensor for measuring
the mixture plasticity. The washing is activated from both the
operator's cabin, and directly upstairs from the control panel
near the mixer.
A mixer of 1500/1000 liters was chosen for this project as op-
timal for the production of a mixture within production grade
of 40-45 cubes per hour. Unloading of the mixture is carried
out in dump trucks through a special chute.
The project support was provided by MirZavodov.ru team,
who already took part and organized the delivery of MCT Italy
equipment to the CIS countries.
MirZavodov.ru shared their opinion about the batching plant,
"MCM 3.1.25 batching plant is good in all senses. First, it is
compact, easy for dismantle and transportation. Secondly, it
is equipped only with the best components, which guaran-
tees its durability. Thirdly, it is easy to maintain, and its most
complex component - the control system does not break
down, as Compumat is constantly monitored by MCT ITALY
specialist through remote access. And finally, such plants are
already operating in the CIS for more than 5 years. We have
been asked for the assistance only to order the lining and up-
date the software. It also speaks of the quality of the equip-
ment."
“We advise our customer not only with regard to the current
technology standards but to implement the optimal building

system and to develop the right turn-key system solutions 
as well," states Falchetti Gabriele, CIS Area Sales Director at
MCT Italy. 
“The concrete rejects are also minimized. Simply said, the 
precast construction technology is a smart combination of op-
timally used raw material and efficient concrete factory tech-
nology. Inferior concrete quality is a thing of the past thanks
to new production methods and state-of-the-art machines",
concludes Mr. Falchetti. �
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